Configurations and Specifications



Made in Japan



3-Stage High Speed
Automated Processing System



4-Stage High Speed
F
F
Automated Processing System







MODEL

XYF 2516

XYF 3218

MODEL

XYFF 2516

XYFF 3218

WORK AREA(mm)

2500 X 1600 mm

3200 X 1800 mm

WORK AREA(mm)

2500 X 1600 mm

3200 X 1800 mm

X STAGE TOOLS

6 Knife, 6 Crease

8 Knife, 8 Crease

X STAGE TOOLS

6 Knife, 6 Crease

8 Knife, 8 Crease

Y STAGE TOOLS

6 Knife, 6 Crease

5 Knife, 5 Crease

Y STAGE TOOLS

4 Knife, 4 Crease

5 Knife, 5 Crease

F STAGE TOOLS

2 Knife, 2 Crease

2 Knife, 2 Crease

F1 STAGE TOOLS

2 Knife, 2 Crease

2 Knife, 2 Crease

F2 STAGE TOOLS

2 Knife, 2 Crease

2 Knife, 2 Crease





Single-Stage Twin Head
Automated Processing System



Dual-Stage Side-by-Side
Automated Processing System







MODEL

F 2516

F 3218

MODEL

F 2516

F 3218

WORK AREA(mm)

2500 X 1600 mm

3200 X 1800 mm

WORK AREA(mm)

2500 X 1600 mm

3200 X 1800 mm

F STAGE TOOLS

2 Knife, 2 Crease

2 Knife, 2 Crease

F1 STAGE TOOLS

2 Knife, 2 Crease

2 Knife, 2 Crease

F2 STAGE TOOLS

2 Knife, 2 Crease

2 Knife, 2 Crease

The Perfect Configuration for Your Business Case.
Ever y ZERO s y stem is manuf ac tured on or der af ter
discussing your needs and requests.
If you have a specific request or requirement, please
feel welcome to contact us.
With decades of manufacturing and consulting experience,
we at NSK can work with you to provide the ideal solution
for your production site.

Nihon Seizuki Kogyo Co., Ltd.
https://www.nsksystem.com
nskinfo@nsksystem.com

Due to our passion for providing the most advanced solutions,
available functions may be changed without prior notice.

Packaging and Display Production,
Faster and Fully Automated.

The Future Starts with

The Showroom

PARKS TOWER 29F 2-10-70
NAMBA-NAKA NANIWA-KU
OSAKA 556-0011 JAPAN
TEL: 81-6-6578-0190 FAX: 81-6-6578-0188
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Nihon Seizuki Kogyo Co., Ltd.

An Entirely New Concept for Production.
The Future Starts with
DIGITAL CONVERTING MACHINE ZERO is a die-less packaging
and display processing system based on over 20 years of NSK
industry experience in hardware and software development.

Made in Japan

Most packaging and displays are designed with 80% or more cutting and
creasing lines in the X and Y axis directions.
ZERO’s unique concept focuses on this point with dedicated processing
stages for X and Y lines, and a third for curves and freeform lines.

Feeding and stacking are handled
with a built-in automated loading and
unloading system.
Once a job is started, ZERO loads,
processes, and unloads every sheet
without an operator.

HIGH-SPEED
Multi-Stage Processing
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AUTOMATED
Pallet-to-Pallet System

SIMPLE
Intuitive Interface

ZERO provides speed, efficiency, and
productivity to the digital converting
industry.
This provides faster turnaround
times for your customers, and brings
your display business to the next
level.
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Job Preparation and
Controls Made Easy.

The
Concept in Action:
The Triple Table System.
X STAGE

Y STAGE

FREE STAGE

Horizontal cut and crease data is
processed by up to 16 individual
tools. All lines are processed at
the same time to achieve faster
production.

Vertical line data is processed according to the data file. The tools
新しい写真
move up and down
across each
table with maximum precision and
speed.

All of the remaining line data is
processed on the free stage.
Dual twin heads cut and crease
diagonal and cur ved lines for
greater productivity.

Simple, Intuitive Operation.
Get Started Faster.
Operation is performed through ZeroCC, a control
software interface designed specifically for ZERO.
The interface can be operated by mouse or touch
screen.
Import a file, enter the job settings, and press start.
ZERO handles the processing automatically.

Import, Edit, and Review
Import a file and ZeroCC automatically separates the
processing lines into X, Y, and Free Stages.

TRIPLE TABLE PROCESSING

Each Stage can be viewed separately to review how
the job will be processed. Material settings, job size,
and more can be selected during Job Editing.
F STAGE

LOADING

MOVEMENT

UNLOADING

LOADING UNIT

SHUTTLE TABLES

UNLOADING UNIT

When a job starts, the Loading
Unit’s pickup arm transports
boards into the machine. The
c amer a s y stem checks the
alignment of each sheet and
adjusts for placement.

Materials are held in place by vacuum
and move through the machine on
revolving shuttle tables. The tables
lock into place at each stage before
processing begins.

The Unloader Arm takes finished
sheets and stacks them for easy
removal.
The Unloader’s v acuum panel
ensures that no pieces are left
behind.

X STAGE

Stage Changing and
Production Simulator

X
Y

Y STAGE

F

Depending on the data, productivity can be increased by moving
cut and crease lines to other compatible stages. If one stage
takes too long, moving lines can reduce the processing time for
even more efficient job completion.

Just press Start.
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does the rest automatically.

The ZeroCC has a built-in simulator to calculate each stage’s
production time. The Stage Change and Simulator functions work
together to maximize productivity of the ZERO Machine.
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Configurations and Tooling

Additional Options

Stage Configurations

ZERO is a versatile system with many additional options that provide users a solution tailored to their needs.

ZERO is designed with configurations in 1~4 stages:

SHUTTLE TABLE TYPE : XYF XYFF

Multiple stages work simultaneously for faster
processing. XYFF has an additional Free Stage which
increases speed further.

FIXED TABLE TYPE : F FF
The F and FF models process on tables that stay in
p l a ce. E a c h t ab l e h an dl e s a s ep ar ate s h e et ,
p r o v idin g au tom ate d sin gle or doub le -sp e e d
production.

Work Size

Heads and Tools

Tape Dispenser Unit

Select the number of heads for each stage, and
choose from a variety of processing tools.

ZERO is the only digital high-speed
CAD system to integrate taping units
alongside cutting and creasing.
Double-sided tape and magnet tape
units offer higher productivity and true
pallet-to-pallet display production.

Up to 16 tools on the X and Y Stages, and up to 6 tools
on the F Stages can be added for faster cutting,
creasing, and even more specialized applications.

Table Sizes have been designed to handle a variety of material
sizes based on the industry’s most common print widths.
Depending on the table size, tools can be added or removed on
the X and Y Stages to maximize the efficiency of the tool heads.

2516 ZERO: 2500 x 1600mm
3218 ZERO: 3200 x 1800mm

!

Tooling Options
In addition to the included standard tools, ZERO has a
variety of tooling options available for finishing substrates
in any packaging or display job.

KNIFE CUTTING

Reciprocating Knife, Drag Knife

CREASING

Single-Line Crease, Double-Line Creasing Wheels

PERFORATION

ZERO Camera Alignment

Tool Inspection

The ZERO Camera option reads printed boards from
underneath, making cutting and creasing an
operator-free process.

The Tools Inspection system uses a camera to check
knife tool cutting to make sure the sheets are being
cut properly.

The camera reads all marks and checks the sheet
alignment, which is then adjusted by the Loading Unit
for placement accuracy.

A separate option includes a sensor at each stage
which checks at user-set intervals, minimizing losses
from damaged knives.

Perforation Wheels, Zipper Pattern Wheels

The ZERO team is dedicated to making improvements
Cutting Possible moving
Cutting Possible
to ZERO’s software through a continued focus on
After Upgrade
After Upgrade
Y-Axis
optimization, updates, and development of new
X-Axis
features.
A future software upgrade will allow ZERO’s X and Y stages to cut diagonal lines, expanding the compatible line
handling for each stage to provide dramatic improvement to ZERO’s processing speed.
This performance feature upgrade will be included free only for a limited time with ZERO orders now.
》
》
》
》
》

COMPATIBLE
MATERIALS
Up to ~16mm
Paperboard
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moving 》》》》
》
》
》
》

Future Upgrades

CORRUGATED
CARDBOARD

Re-board

Styrene
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